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ABSTRACT
The numerical analysis used for efficient processing of
spherical near-field data requires that the far-field
pattern of the probe can be expressed using only
azimuthal modes with indices of µ = ±1. (1) If the
probe satisfies this symmetry requirement, near-field
data is only required for the two angles of probe
rotation about its axis of χ = 0 and 90 degrees and
numerical integration in χ is not required. This
reduces both measurement and computation time and
so it is desirable to use probes that will satisfy the µ =
±1 criteria. Circularly symmetric probes can be
constructed that reduce the higher order modes to
very low levels and for probes like open ended
rectangular waveguides (OEWG) the effect of the
higher order modes can be reduced by using a
measurement radius that reduces the subtended angle
of the AUT. Some analysis and simulation have been
done to estimate the effect of using a probe with the
higher order modes (2) – (6) and the following study is
another effort to develop guidelines for the properties
of the probe and the measurement radius that will
reduce the effect of higher order modes to minimal
levels. This study is based on the observation that
since the higher order probe azimuthal modes are
directly related to the probe properties for rotation
about its axis, the near-field data that should be most
sensitive to these modes is a near-field polarization
measurement. This measurement is taken with the
probe at a fixed (x,y,z) or (θ,φ,r) position and the
probe is rotated about its axis by the angle ࣑. The
amplitude and phase received by the probe is
measured as a function of the χ rotation angle. A
direct measurement using different probes would be
desirable, but since the effect of the higher order
modes is very small, other measurement errors would
likely obscure the desired information. This study
uses the plane-wave transmission equation (7) to
calculate the received signal for an AUT/probe
combination where the probe is at any specified
position and orientation in the near-field. The plane
wave spectrum for both the AUT and the probe are
derived from measured planar or spherical near-field
data. The plane wave spectrum for the AUT is the

same for all calculations and the receiving spectrum
for the probe at each χ orientation is determined from
the far-field pattern of the probe after it has been
rotated by the angle χ. The far-field pattern of the
probe as derived from spherical near-field
measurements can be filtered to include or exclude the
higher order spherical modes, and the near-field
polarization data can therefore be calculated to show
the sensitivity to these higher order modes. This
approach focuses on the effect of the higher order
spherical modes and completely excludes the effect of
measurement errors. The results of these calculations
for
different
AUT/probe/measurement
radius
combinations will be shown.
Keywords: near-field, measurements, near-field probe,
spherical, spherical mode analysis.

1.0 Introduction
The spherical near-field theory is based on the
transmission equation derived by Jensen (8) – (9) and
further developed by Wacker (1) where the antenna under
test and the probe are described by spherical mode
coefficients that are the coefficients of basis functions that
are solutions of Maxwell's equations for a spherical
coordinate system. In principle, the transmission equation
is valid for any arbitrary test antenna and probe
combination at any separation distance between the
spherical coordinate system origin and the probe that is
outside of the minimum sphere that will completely
enclose the antenna under test. The transmission equation
is,
 2
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Where W a is the amplitude and phase data measured by
the probe at the radius a and the position defined by the
spherical coordinates  and  .  is the rotation angle of
the probe about its z-axis. The P’s are the spherical mode
coefficients for the probe and the Q’s are the
corresponding spherical mode coefficients for the antenna
under test. Mathematical orthogonality is used to solve
the transmission equation in order to obtain the coupling

product which is the product within the brackets of
equation 1. The result is shown in equation 2.
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In order to perform the integration for the three angular
variables θ,  and  using incrementally measured data,
the data point spacing for all three angles must satisfy the
sampling criteria for each variables.
Theoretical
guidelines are available to specify the angular spacing in
θ and  in terms of the radius of the minimum sphere that
will completely enclose the antenna. Experimental tests
on a given test antenna and probe can also be carried out
to verify these guidelines by taking closely spaced data
and comparing the far field pattern results when the data
point spacing is increased. For an arbitrary probe and
measurement radius, satisfying the sampling criteria for
the  variable would require measurements at small
increments in  and numerical integration of the data in 
. The required multiple measurements over the complete
sphere for small increments in  would be very timeconsuming and the numerical integration could be both
time-consuming and inaccurate. To solve this problem,
Wacker(1) proposed using a special probe that would
have a symmetry in its far field pattern such that the
spherical mode coefficients for the probe would be zero
for all  values except   1 . Such probes are referred to
as first-order probes. When the probe satisfies this
condition, measurements are only required for
  0 and 90 deg and numerical integration of the data for
the  variable is not required. This greatly reduces the
measurement time and results in a fast, efficient and
accurate numerical technique to perform the calculations
defined in equation 2. The vast majority of the software
used in processing spherical near-field data uses this
numerical technique and the assumption that the probe
satisfies the   1 requirement is implicit in using this
software. Probes can be constructed which satisfy this
requirement to a very high degree by using a circularly
symmetric probe aperture and a precise transition from
rectangular to circular waveguide. The spherical mode
coefficients for   1 of carefully constructed probes are
typically at least 40 dB below the first order modes. But
such special probes increase the cost of the measurement
system and the probes may have a smaller bandwidth than
similar rectangular open ended waveguide probes
(OEWG). It has been established that if the measurement
radius is large enough, probes such as the OEWG can be

used for spherical near-field measurements and the effect
of their higher order modes will be negligible and the
efficient data processing algorithms can be used without
causing a significant error in the results. There is only
limited information on how large the radius must be and
what the residual effects of the higher-order modes are.
This study was undertaken to try and answer some of
those questions using a technique that had not been tried
before and that should be a very sensitive test.

2.0 Simulation Concept
Ideally it would be desirable to perform a series of
spherical near-field measurements using two separate
probes having identical far field patterns except for their
pattern characteristics for rotation about the z-axes of the
probes. One probe would satisfy the first order mode
requirements and have non-zero spherical mode
coefficients for only   1 . The second probe would
have the same on-axis axial ratio and tilt angle and the
same spherical mode coefficients for the   1 modes.
However it would also have non-zero spherical mode
coefficients for other  values. This type of probe is
referred to as a higher-order probe. Complete spherical
near-field measurements could be performed for different
test antennas and measurement radii using the two
different probes and the far field patterns calculated using
the same efficient numerical algorithms which use only
the   1 probe coefficients. A comparison of the
patterns, polarization, gain and other parameters could
then be used to quantify the effect of the higher-order
probe when using the software that assumes the probe is a
first-order probe.
Another conceptual measurement comparison would
require fewer measurements and perhaps be a more
sensitive test for the effect of differences in the two
probes since it focuses on the specific near-field data that
should be most sensitive to the probe characteristics
described by the  coefficients. In this measurement the
first-order probe would be placed at a fixed radius and a
fixed  and  position on the measurement sphere. The
probe would then be rotated about its z-axis in small
increments and the received amplitude and phase
recorded as a function of the rotation angle  . This
would produce a near-field polarization curve similar to
those shown in Figure 14. The same measurement would
be repeated with the higher-order probe and the
polarization patterns could then be compared and the
differences used to estimate the effect that the higherorder probe would have on far-field results. This
measurement comparison could then be repeated for other
radii and  and  positions and for other test antennas.
This measurement should be very sensitive to the µ mode
properties of the probe since it is the probe’s property due
to rotation about its z-axis that is different, the

measurementt involves only
y a rotation off the probe abo
out
its z-axis, and
a
the measured data wiill have a larrge
dynamic rang
ge in both amp
plitude and ph
hase. While bo
oth
of these meaasurements willl be affected by measuremeent
errors such as
a scattering, positioning
p
errrors, leakage and
a
random errorrs, that may in
n fact be largeer than the pro
obe
mode affectss being tested, the
t latter techn
nique may be leess
sensitive to
o these meassurement erro
ors since it is
performed at
a a single possition and req
quires much leess
measurementt time.
An actual measurement
m
of
o either type is not practiccal
however sincce it is not posssible to constrruct two differeent
probes that are
a identical in
n every respecct except their µmode coefficients. And since the effeect that is beiing
y small for som
me measuremeent
investigated is likely very
configuration
ns, any sm
mall imperfecctions in the
t
construction of the prob
bes would leaad to erroneo
ous
results.
It is possiblee to simulate the second measurement
m
to
o a
very high precision thaat will not be
b affected by
measurementt errors or imp
perfections in the constructiion
of the probes. The simulaation can also be accomplish
hed
using actuaal test anten
nnas and prrobe data and
a
accommodatte computation
ns for large datta arrays within
na
reasonable amount
a
of timee. The steps in
i the simulatiion
are as follow
ws.
A planar neaar-field data file
f is selected
d for the anten
nna
under test th
hat contains both
b
main and
d cross-polarizzed
data from a previous
p
measu
urement. The data is processsed
using the standard near-to
o-far field tran
nsformation th
hat
includes a correction
c
for the effect off the measuriing
probe. Th
he far electricc field patterrn is computted
producing the
t
Ludwig II
I AZ and EL
E (10) vecttor
components on a grid that is equally spacced in

A prevviously measurred spherical near-field datta file is
then seelected where a rectangular O
OEWG was thee antenna
under ttest and measuurements had been performeed at the
same ffrequency as the planar m
measurements. This
measurred data is processed using the sspherical
transforrmation softw
ware to produuce a far-fieldd pattern
where the Ludwig II  and  veector componnents are
calculaated and saved using a spherrical coordinatee grid in
 and  where  varries from 0 to 9
90° and  varries from
0 to 3660°. Angular inncrements from
m 0.1º to 1° w
were used
so that different patteern resolutionss could be trieed in the
simulattion. One set of output files filtered the sspherical
mode ccoefficients in the  -index n using the MA
ARS (11)
– (12) processing to reduce the efffect of scatterring and
producee smoother patterns as a ffunction of  , but no
filteringg was applied to the sphericaal mode coefficients as
a functtion of the m--index which corresponds tto the  index w
when the OEW
WG is used as a probe in a sspherical
measurrement. Thesee output files thhen represent aan errorfree farr-field pattern for a hypothettical OEWG prrobe that
includees all of the moodes for a higheer order probe..
A seconnd set of outpuut files were also produced uusing the
same aangular spans and spacings and the samee MARS
processsing and filteriing in the  -inndex n as the first set.
But forr these outputt files, filteringg was also appplied to
retain oonly the m = ±
±1 spherical m
modes in the callculation
of the far-field patteern. These fi
files then repreesent an
error-frree far field paattern for a hyppothetical probbe that is
identicaal to the first probe except for the eliminnation of
the highher-order modde coefficients. Figures 1 andd 2 show
the sphherical mode aamplitude plotts for s=1 for the two
probes..

ky
kx
and
k
k

n form -1 to +1
1 and saved in an output file for
f
over the span
further proceessing. Outputt files were prroduced for arrray
sizes of Nx = Ny = 256, 51
12, 1024 and 2048
2
and all weere
used at som
me stage in the processin
ng. Since the
t
simulation polarization pattern
p
resultts will not be
compared to any actual meeasured data, this
t far-field daata
file is an error-free
e
reprresentation off a hypotheticcal
antenna that is similar to the antenna ussed in the actu
ual
measurementt. Measurem
ment errors due
d
to multip
ple
reflections, truncation,
t
scatttering, positio
on errors, flexiing
cables and probe
p
correctio
on are present in the measurred
data and thee far field patteerns. But the far-field patteern
produced rep
presents a hypo
othetical antenn
na, and since the
t
same data will
w be used for
f both simullated probes, the
t
measurementt errors will haave no effect on
n the comparisson
that will be calculated otther than bein
ng for a speciific
hypothetical antenna. Otheer data sets can
n also be used
d to
represent diff
fferent test anteennas and this will
w be discusssed
in the follow
wing sections.

Figure 1-S
Spherical mode coeefficient Figure 22-Spherical mode ccoefficient
amplitudess for s=1 for higheer-order amplituddes for s=1 for firsst-order
probe withh all m modes retaiined.
probe w
with only m = +1, --1 modes.

For thee remaining ssteps in the ssimulation a ccomputer
program
m was developped to read inn the data filess for the
antennaa under test andd the probes annd produce a nnear-field
polarizaation measureement at an aarbitrary X, Y
Y, and Z
positionn. A polarizattion results waas produced forr both of
the proobes and then compared to ddetermine the effect of

the nonsymm
metrical probe. The polarizzation curve was
w
produced using
u
the plaanar near-field transmissiion
shown
in
3.
equation
which
w
is
equation
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where
a0  Input am
mplitude and ph
hase to AUT
b0 ( x , y , z ,  )  Probe output amplitude and phase for probee at
(x,y,z) and ro
otated about the probe z-axis by
y the angle 
 
t10 ( K )  AUT
T plane-wave traansmitting specctrum
 
 ( K ,  )  Probe
s02
P
plane-wav
ve receiving spectrum for  rotation

(3)
The rotation angle  has been
b
added as a variable to the
t
probe outputt and the prob
be receiving sp
pectrum to sho
ow
that the tran
nsmission equaation will be used to produ
uce
polarization data
d by evaluaating the equatiion using a series
of rotated probe
p
patterns. The plan
nar transmissiion
equation can
n be used for the simulation
n as well as the
t
spherical traansmission equ
uation since both
b
are equaally
valid and accurate
a
expressions for the
t
transmissiion
between a teest antenna and
d a probe at an
ny arbitrary nearfield positio
on and relativ
ve orientation
n. The plan
nar
equation is much
m
easier to calculate num
merically and can
c
be used witthout modificaation for both
h first-order and
a
higher-order probes.
The steps in the computer program will be
b described and
a
illustrated fo
or a specific ex
xample. The probe pattern daata
file for the higher-order pro
obe using spaccing in  of 0.2°
and a  spaacing of 0.1° is read into the program. The
T
probe patterrn is rotated about the z-axis
z
in sm
mall
increments that are mulltiples of thee  spacing by
he elements of the data array for each iteratiion
translating th
of the prograam. For the firrst iteration thee rotation is zero.
This probe ro
otation, and thee evaluation off the transmissiion
equation forr each rotated
d probe patterrn, produces the
t
polarization pattern
p
by producing a probee output for eaach
rotation increment. Interp
polation is used
d on each of the
t
probe pattern
ns to calculate  and  vector components on
a grid that iss equally spaceed in

ky
kx
with Nx x Ny
N
and
k
k

points over the
t span from -1 to +1 and is identical to the
t
grid that was used for thee test antenna far field pattern.
The AZ and
d EL vector co
omponents aree then calculatted
from the  annd  vector com
mponents. Sin
nce the receiviing
 
 ( K ,  ) is iden
plane wave spectrum s02
ntical to the far
d pattern, the probe
p
patterns for each rotatiion
electric field
angle requireed for the traansmission equ
uation have no
ow
been produceed.

Ussing the plot of the
plaanar
nnear-field
am
mplitude of thhe AUT,
shown in Figuree 3 as a
guuide, a point in the
neear-field is seleected for
thee simulation of a
polaarization
Figure 3--Planar near-field amplitude
meeasurement annd its x,
for the A
AUT used in the ssimulation
y, and z coordinaates read
showing the near-field xx,y points
mulations will be pproduced.
where sim
intto
the
sim
mulation
proogram. The A
AUT was
a 24λ slotted wavegguide array operating at 9.3775 GHz.
For thee first examplee described in the following section,
the poiint x=20λ, y=00, z=40λ denooted by one off the red
rectanggles was selectted. The far ellectric field paattern for
the anteenna under tesst is then read into the progrram with
the sam
me number of ppoints, span annd spacing as thhe probe
pattern just created. This pattern is already on a k-space
grid ussing the AZ annd EL vector ccomponents annd so no
interpoolation or veector transforrmation is rrequired.
Howevver the transmiitting plane waave spectrum iss not the
same aas the far electtric field patteern and so thee electric
 
field paattern is divideed by cos( ) too produce t10 ( K ) . The
dot prooduct of the AU
UT transmittinng and probe rreceiving
spectraa, which is refeerred to as thee coupling prodduct, for
each rootation angle iss calculated at each point in the grid,
the expponential factorrs involving thhe specified x, y, and z
positionns and the com
mponents of tthe propagatioon vector
are alsoo calculated fo
for each point and multipliedd by the
spectraal product as reequired in equuation 3 to produce the
convoluution product.. The convollution productt is then
summeed over all Nxx x Ny points of the k-spacee grid to
producee the probe recceived signal ffor the specifieed probe
positionn as a functioon of the rotaation angle  and this
polarizaation data is saved for comparison to the
polarizaation data thaat will be produced using tthe firstorder pprobe data. Fiigures 4-12 illuustrate the stepps in the
simulattion. Figures 4 and 5 show the amplitudes for the
AZ andd EL componeents of the highher-order probee pattern
for  =
=0 and Figures 6 and 7 show
w the same dataa for  =
90º. Thhe change in thhe cross compoonent patterns from EL
to AZ component is evidence of tthe 90º rotatioon of the
probe ppattern. Figuures 8 and 9 sshow the AZ and EL
componnent amplitudee patterns for the AUT. Figgures 10
and 111 show the aamplitude plotts of the connvolution
productt for  = 0º annd 90º respectiively. Figure 11 is the
dot prooduct of Figurees 4 and 5 withh Figures 8 andd 9 while
Figure 11 is the dott product of F
Figures 6 andd 7 with
Figuress 8 and 9. Figuure 12 is the fiinal output polaarization
curve ffor the higher-oorder probe.

Figure 4- OEWG AZ component
amplitude for 0 deegrees χ rotation.

Figure 5- OEW
WG EL component
amplitude for 0 degrees χ rotation
n
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When
the
polarization curve
for the highher-order
probe hass been
produced annd saved,
the probe paattern for
the first-ordeer probe
which has oonly the
spherical moodes for
m=±1 is reead into
the prograam and
data and graphics
similar to Fiigures 512 are prroduced.
Figure 22-Sample polarizattion curves for
general
The
the two pprobes and their diifferences for x
of
character
= 20, y = 0, z = 10 waveleengths.
graphical ouutputs for
the firsst-order probe are very simiilar to those shown in
Figuress 5-11 and willl not be shownn here. A sensiitive and
quantitaative measure of the differeence between the two
probes is obtained byy comparing tthe polarizationn curves
produceed by the two pprobes as illusttrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 6- OEWG AZ component
d
χ rotation.
amplitude for 90 degrees

Figure7-OEWG
G EL component
amplitude for 90
9 degrees χ rotatio
on.

E component plaane
Figure 8- AUT AZ
Z component plane Figure 9-AUT EL
wave transmittiing spectrum.
wave transmitting
g spectrum.

Figure 10- Convolution product
Figure 1-Convo
olution product
he higher-order pro
obe
amplitude for the higher-order probe amplitude for th
at 90 degrees ro
otation angle.
at 0 degrees rotatiion angle.

When the simulationn program was fully develooped and
produciing output currves like figuree 12, a numberr of tests
were ruun to verify thhe accuracy oof the concept and the
program
ms. Two seeparate simulation program
ms were
actuallyy developed aand tested. B
Both authors pproduced
program
ms using differrent software bbut the same inpput data,
the sam
me concepts aand equations and the resultts of the
two proograms were tthe same. Onee program wass used to
calculaate a near-fieldd hologram byy using a singgle probe
rotationn angle and ccalculating the probe outpuut for a
compleete X-Y grid. T
The results agrreed with the hhologram
produceed by the NSI22000 software. Different ressolutions
were uused for the initial probee patterns thhat were
calculaated using θ,φ coordinates. A
Angular increm
ments as
large aas 1° for bothh angles were used with veery little
changee in the outputt. All of the final results uused 0.2°
spacingg in θ and 0.1°° spacing in φ. For a few selected XY posiitions, the prrogram was rrun for increeasing Z
distancce to verify thhat the differeence between the two
probes polarization curves decrreased with distance
showinng that the hiigher-order proobe performedd like a
first-ordder probe for large separatioon distances. The onaxis am
mplitude and phhase were also calculated forr a single
probe rrotation angle to verify that these quantitiees varied
as expeected. In perfforming these last two testss, it was
found tthat the arrayy sizes for thee AUT and prrobe that
were ussed in calculatting the planarr transmission equation
neededd to be at least 1024 x 1024 too give correct rresults at
Z distaances of 80λ oor larger. Sincce the primaryy interest
was forr small Z distaances, this was not a limitatioon on the
reliabillity of the resuults, and when large Z distancces were
used, thhe array sizes w
were increasedd as necessary.

3.0 Results Summary

A large number of simulations were run for the slotted
waveguide array antenna and for a standard gain horn at
different X, Y and Z positions relative to the center of the
antenna. To draw general conclusions from these results,
a large amount of data needs to be condensed into a
manageable format. The difference curves in figure 12
contain the important information about the errors that
could result in a spherical near-field measurement by
using the higher-order probe and then processing the data
with software assuming that it had been measured with a
first-order probe. The details of the polarization curves
are not important and the amplitude difference in dB may
have large spikes, but they are generally at low
amplitudes. The first step in condensing the data is to
focus on the ERR/SIG difference curves and a set of these
for different probe positions is shown in Figure 13.
The difference curve for a given probe position is
associated with a single point in the spherical near-field
measurement array and is used to

estimate the error at
that
single
measurement point.
The detailed shape
of the difference
curve
is
not
important.
The
overall level of the
curve relative to the
near
field
peak
amplitude is a good
measure
of
the
probable error. And
so to include the full
range
of
the
difference curve in
Figure 3-ERR/SIG curves for the slotted
waveguide array at different x,y
the estimated error,
positions and z = 10 wavelength
the RMS value of the
ERR/SIG difference between the polarization amplitude
curves as measured by the first order and higher-order
probes was calculated for each test antenna and probe
position and this RMS value is used as a predictor of the
probable error in the spherical near-field measurement at
that particular point. From tables or graphs of the RMS
value for a number of points in the near-field, conclusions
can then be drawn about the overall measurement and
calculation uncertainty. The results for the slotted
waveguide array are summarized in Table 1.
Comparing the ERR/SIG Difference Between Using
all Modes and M1 Modes for the Slotted Waveguide Array
x=0, y=0, Z = 10 Wavelengths
x=10, y=0, Z = 10 Wavelengths
x=20, y=10, z=10 Wavelengths
x=20, y=20, z=10 Wavelengths
x=20, y=0, z=10 Wavelengths

-40

ERR/SIG ratio relative to peak near-field amplitude in dB

Tests were also performed to demonstrate that the far-out
side lobes of the AUT plane wave transmitting spectrum
were not dominating the calculation of the polarization
curves. The far-out side lobes derived from the planar
near-field data are not reliable due to truncation of the
near-field data, and for an actual antenna may be much
lower than represented in the AUT far-field pattern.
When the spectrum is calculated by dividing by the cos(θ)
these lobes are significantly increased at the far-out
angles. This can be seen in the high amplitude rings at
the circular boundary of the plot in figures 9 and 11. If
these lobes were dominating the calculation of the
polarization curves, it could lead to erroneous results. To
test this possibility, the polarization curves for some
probe positions were recalculated after applying a filter to
the plane wave transmitting specta. In these tests, the
spectrum amplitudes beyond the filter limit were set to
zero before the calculation of the coupling product. Filter
limits of 90º, 80° and 40° were used and these filters did
cause some change in the details of the polarization
curves and the difference curves. However the general
shape of the curves and especially the level of the
difference curves showed only minor changes. This
confirmed that since the same spectrum is used for both
probes and as a result of the rapid phase change produced
by the exponent in equation 3 near the boundary of the
spectrum, these far-out lobes were not dominating the
convolution product and leading to erroneous
conclusions.
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Table 1-Summary of results for the slotted waveguide array as the AUT.
PROBE
POSITION
IN
WAVELENGTHS

AUT
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array
Array

X
0
10
20
20
20
0
0
0
10
20
20
0
0
10
0
0
10

Y
0
0
0
10
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Z
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
40
40
40
40
80
100
100
200
200
200

FF
PAT
DIM
512
512
512
512
512
512
1024
1024
1024
512
512
512
512
512
512
1024
512

FILTER
DEG
90
90
90
90
90
80
80
80
80
80
89
80
80
80
80
80
80

RMS
DIFF
(DB)
-54
-80
-82
-63
-70
-68
-68
-79
-55
-62
-62
-79
-71
-70
-65
-82
-75

All of the comparisons between the two probes have
focused on the amplitude differences and phase
differences have not been reported here.
Phase

differences in measured near-field data are very important
and can lead to large differences in far-field patterns if the
differences are large and have certain undesirable
variation over the measurement surface. Phase difference
curves were produced for all of the simulations and
examined and it was found that typically the phase
differences were close to 0º or 180º. There were some
regions of larger differences similar to the amplitude
spikes near-the nulls in the polarization curves. The
observed phase differences should not change the
conclusions based on the RMS amplitude differences.
In addition to the results using the slotted array as the
AUT, simulations were also produced for an X-band
standard gain horn (SGH) operating at the same
frequency as the array. The results for the SGH are
summarized in Table 2.

PROBE
POSITION IN
WAVELENGTHS

AUT
SGH
SGH
SGH
SGH
SGH
SGH
SGH
SGH

X

Y
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
6
0
10
6
10

Z
10
20
40
10
10
20
20
20

FILTER
DEG
90
80
80
80
80
80
90
90

Further simulations could be done to apply error signals
at the levels observed here to measured data using
different functional forms for the errors as a function of
position or measured signal level to quantify their effect
on far-field parameters. The effect of phase differences in
the polarization curves should also be analyzed further.
This simulation technique could also be used to determine
the effect of using other probes that have higher levels for
the higher order µ modes.
5.0

Table 2-Summary of the results for the SGH.

FF
PAT
DIM
256
512
512
512
512
256
256
256

typical measurements could be distinguished from other
larger error sources in an actual measurement. The effect
of using an OEWG probe in a typical measurement is
probably at the noise level of most measurements. This is
true even when the measurement radius is close to the
minimum sphere.

RMS
DIFF
(DB)
-60
-72
-69
-48
-53
-63
-73
-62

4.0 Conclusions
For both antennas and for all the near-field points used in
the simulation the general characters of the results were
the same. The polarization patterns for both the firstorder and higher-order probes were very similar but there
were measurable differences indicating that the probes do
produce different polarization patterns and would produce
different far-field results if the standard spherical software
was used. The RMS amplitude differences were all near
or below -50 dB relative to the peak of the near-field
amplitude and a majority were in the -60 to -80 dB range.
These levels are significantly below typical error levels
for other sources such as scattering, alignment, multiple
reflections and leakage. The RMS levels were generally
higher when the probe was at a low amplitude location
outside the aperture region of the AUT and these nearfield regions have less of an effect on the far-field
patterns. Some of the probe positions were near the
minimum sphere radius and a few were actually inside of
the minimum sphere. When all of these facts are taken
into consideration it is very unlikely that the errors caused
by using an OEWG probe for near-field measurements in
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